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Annual Parish Meeting 2018 
Report of Tour de Yorkshire Sub-Committee 

 
In 2018, the route of the Tour de Yorkshire Cycle Race passed through Sutton-under-Whitestonecliffe for a 
second time, on Saturday 5 May. The Tour organisers with Welcome to Yorkshire first included Sutton in the 
race route in May 2016 and in spite of extreme cold and wet, it was a memorable day. The Parish Council took 
this year’s repeat visit as an opportunity to build on a positive experience.  
 
The Parish Council took on the role of informing and encouraging parishioners through a series of newsletters 
about the nature of the race, its background, and its organisation, and about the parish’s possible role in 
Yorkshire’s welcome to a prestigious event in the world of professional cycling. We had in mind the televising 
of the race to millions of viewers, so we were keen to make a public display worthy of the global interest, 
doing credit to ourselves and Yorkshire, and having some fun in the meantime. The Men’s Stage 3 route from 
Richmond to Scarborough took in several of Yorkshire’s characteristically lovely market towns, including Thirsk, 
and sought out the exciting test of Sutton Bank’s 25% gradient as a real stretch for the international teams. 
Bunting, bikes and balloons in blue and yellow provided a welcome to the riders and their support vehicles. 
Probably the riders had their mind on their work, but the Sutton residents and guests, who turned out in large 
numbers to cheer them on, could not have gone unnoticed.  
 
After the 2016 race, the Parish Council cleaned and stored several kilometres of bunting, against the likelihood 
that the race would return to Yorkshire and that the challenge of Sutton Bank would continue to attract the 
organisers. The recycled bunting was lent again this year, and parishioners shared the task of decorating the 
frontage of their properties all the way through the parish along the main A170 – a fine achievement. 
Parishioners also showed their creativity in the form of bikes made of hardboard, carrying information and 
encouraging messages, an elegant willow bike facing the mighty penny-farthing, and other bunting, pompoms 
and flags. Many took the opportunity to help neighbours and to party on the day. The Parish Council added a 
set of Yorkshire White Rose flags to the lamp-posts through the village - just in case anyone had missed we 
were in Yorkshire. It also provided balloons in race colours to parishioners and were delighted when the 
inflated blue and yellow globes appeared in their hundreds on trees, strings, fences, and gates and blossomed 
at the last moment amongst the bunting. The day was blessed with brilliant sunshine and calm air, and the 
balloons added a final party touch.   
 
The Parish Council would like to acknowledge and thank all those involved in the planning, preparation and 
performance for the day. The Village Hall hosted residents and visitors to a large-screen projection of the 
televised race.  Bacon rolls, other savouries, cakes and beverages were provided with quiet efficiency, which 
concealed - and revealed - the detailed planning and preparation.  The Whitestonecliffe Inn entertained 
visitors to barbecue and ice-cream. Photographers have kept an eye on decorative developments to create a 
visual record which we hope parishioners will enjoy.  Another memorable day – created by many individuals. 
 
The Hillside Scouts built on their land art experience from 2016 with a second installation on the hill below 
Gormire Lake. The reality of pegging out twenty-something huge cotton sheeting letters on a rough slope, in 
rain and high wind, is hard to imagine, although we have some photographs which may help. The Scouts took 
the opportunity of a helicopter camera view to draw attention to the issue of HGVs stuck on Sutton Bank. As is 
reported today, the Parish Council is persevering with its attempts to reduce the number of blockages, 
pursuing all paths in its power and continually seeking new ways to approach the problem. The aerial shots of 
the core message “Sutton’s not for turning” were broadcast to more than thirty countries and the commentary 
made gratifying reference to the problem.   
 
The arrival of visitors, not to mention television cameras, drew more than usual attention to the need to 
spring-clean the parish and its surroundings. NYCC Highways mowed verges, Hambleton gully cleaner lorries 
were out, hedges were trimmed, and parishioners prepared their frontages for decorating by cleaning up. In 
addition, for special mention, two stalwart volunteers collected an enormous quantity of litter from both sides 
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of the A170 between the east of the houses and the bottom of Sutton Bank. They repeatedly braved the 
traffic, the uneven verges, dreadful weather and the rapidly growing grass to pick up unknown horrors flung 
from passing vehicles. They had already cleared this area in 2016, but even so, their efforts over three long 
days produced forty (40)  black bags full of rubbish and a mound of other debris – car and HGV parts, clothing, 
crates, pipes and a lot of agricultural debris. They made two trips to the tip in Sowerby.  In addition to friendly 
support at the roadside, Hambleton District Council provided the empty black bags and collected the filled 
ones for disposal. The Parish Council is extremely grateful to the two litter-pickers concerned. It will be seeking 
ways to draw attention to the litter  issue, undaunted by the nationwide scale of this intractable problem. In 
that light, we will be delighted with the thorough parish tidy-up after the race that we know will be happening 
in due course. 
 
The Parish Council is grateful for financial support from Hambleton District Council. It acknowledges the 
efficiency of North Yorkshire County Council Highways and the North Yorkshire Police in the preparation of the 
race route and the secure rolling road closure which ensures safety for all.  
 
Yorkshire Air Ambulance was present on the day, as they were along the whole route, as this year’s official 
charity with Welcome to Yorkshire. 
 


